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What is gloCOM?
gloCOM is a Unified Communications Software designed to elevate a company’s 
communications system into a real powerhouse. Tightly integrated with our telephony 
platform PBXware, gloCOM takes unified communications to a whole new level.

gloCOM software features are neatly packaged within a single desktop interface, enabling 
a sublime user experience available on all major desktop platforms. 

Maintain focus on the important stuff during the day by efficiently managing your business 
communications. Do more work with less effort using gloCOM App on your desktop and 
mobile devices.

Seamless communication on all devices.

    gloCOM Desktop            gloCOM GO

    gloCOM Meeting           gloCOM Web
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Essential Unified Communications Features & Benefits

             TEAM CHAT MESSAGING 

Enhance your day-to-day team communication on gloCOM Chat. 

Pin and reorganize your group chats, send a voice message, transfer the role of the chat 
administrator to another participant, quick reply, and delete messages. Chat is completely 
synchronized on all registered devices. 

             PRESENCE

You can update your presence in the app’s Profile section by selecting your current status. 
Presence is available across all registered devices (Desktop & Mobile). 

             HD VOICE QUALITY

Enjoy superior voice quality of your day-to-day calls with your colleagues.  

             FAXING

Send faxes in just a couple of clicks directly from the gloCOM Desktop App interface.



             SMS & MMS

Utilize SMS and MMS messaging in your business and send multimedia -  videos, pictures, 
audio clips, and GIFs from a single comprehensive interface.

           MEETINGS

Start a meeting directly from your gloCOM Desktop or gloCOM Web App. Create a private 
or public meeting that any user can attend. Use local recording to save important meetings 
and presentations. 
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             FILE TRANSFER FUNCIONALITY

Copy and paste files directly from the clipboard to chat and transfer them more easily. 

             UNIFIED VOICEMAIL

Don’t worry about missed calls because other gloCOM users can leave you a voicemail. 
Listen to your voicemail messages on gloCOM Desktop or gloCOM GO Mobile App. 

Voicemail to email notifications is also included. 
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             DESKPHONE INTEGRATION

Call and answer your calls using a deskphone directly from gloCOM Desktop App interface. 
The full range of features and integrated devices remains at your disposal. 

             CALL HISTORY SYNC

Look at your call history at all times with call history sync. Available for all registered devices.

 

             CONTACTS MANAGEMENT

Keep your PBX, Outlook, Google, and Apple contacts in the intuitive gloCOM click-to-dial 
interface in one application.

             VIDEO & AUDIO CONFERENCING

Convert two-way calls into a conference call, add as many participants as you like, or use 
dedicated conference rooms on the system to host conferences. Use video conferencing 
and screen sharing for your business presentations. 
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             EMAIL INTEGRATIONS

Sync Outlook and Exchange contacts with gloCOM and make calls from gloCOM directly or 
using the integrated Outlook plugin. 

Outlook will display available information on contacts calling you on inbound calls. 

CRM Integrations



Choose Your Ideal gloCOM Edition

gloCOM is offered in Office, Business, Agent, and Supervisor Editions, each supporting 
specific features maximizing efficiency and productivity.

Office Edition
Enables Start-Ups and SMBs to use the corporate class phone system tailored to their 
needs and budget.

Business Edition
Brings more power, flexibility, and efficiency to SMBs and large corporate clients.

Agent Edition
Dedicated to improving the Contact Center Agents’ day-to-day efficiency and productivity.

Supervisor Edition
Designed to enable Contact Center Supervisors to keep up with agents’ pace and increase 
their efficiency.
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Join a Billion-Dollar UCaaS Industry Today

If you are considering selling the UC solution to the market of your choice, you can sell it to 
end-users in three different branding options. Attractive branding sets you apart from the 
competition, improves the company’s values, promotes recognition, and makes finding new 
customers easier.

Sell the product as ‘gloCOM’
Includes Bicom Systems’ logo and branding. This is called a  
branded option. 

Bicom Systems branded option includes the company’s logo 
in the top right corner of the application, a homepage link that  
opens the Bicom Systems homepage, and a help-page link that 
opens the Bicom Systems help page. It also includes the gloCOM 
application name and icon.

Communicator Whitelabel
Communicator is a non-branded option that removes all mentions 
of Bicom Systems. In addition to removing all of the Bicom Systems 
brandings from the application, you have the option to set the 
homepage and the help page links, as well as your company logo 
via Bicom Release Manager.

Communicator Branding
In addition to removing all of the Bicom Systems brandings from 
the application, you can set the homepage help page links and 
add your company logo via Bicom Release Manager.

Instead of being just another reseller or agent of huge tech 
companies, you can brand a UC solution Communicator and 
acquire new customers more easily.
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Choose Hosted or On-Premise

At Bicom Systems, we offer both hosted and on-premise solutions for Unified 
Communications.

Why choose hosted?
When you choose the hosted deployment option, you are relieved of the burden of 
purchasing and maintaining the hardware. We do all of that work for you.

Why choose on-premise?
Companies opting for the on-premise solution have complete control over their servers 
and data.
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